different animals does not always eliminate interference due to HAMAs (21, 23), in this case it may.

CA 125 concentrations in patients treated with OC125 fragments should be interpreted with care. In such patients determination of CA 125 should not be performed by means of a homologous assay involving only OC125 antibodies, neither in the native sample nor after IgG removal, because of the very high incidence of false-positive results. The use of test kits involving other antibodies cannot completely eliminate interferences in the native samples. Of the test kits studied, the IMx CA 125 seems to be the most suited for monitoring CA 125 in samples from patients treated with OC125 fragments. Nevertheless, even with this assay, increased CA 125 values seen after OC125 administration should be validated to rule out a false-positive increase caused by interference from newly formed antibodies.
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